INTRODUCING

MX-LOCare™ GPS Watch

The Next Generation Mobile Personal Emergency Response and Wandering Prevention System - (Available May 2016)
MX-LOCARE™

GPS Watch  Part # BR-2

Main Features:

- Ease of use
- Smallest and lightest wearable mPERs GPS Watch available
- Two way voice communication
- IP66 waterproof rated
- Super low power consumption, long standby
- Built in Pedometer
- Lockable on wrist option
- Dual Mode Tracking
- Indoor WiFi Location technology
- SOS panic button location notification alert
- Open clasp/light sensor removal alert
- EZ-Lock Lockable safety clasp with key
- Easy magnetic induction charger (No USB connector directly on watch)
- Bread crumbing capabilities (vivid history route playback)
- Up to 8 in/outbound safe zones (Geofences)
- On-demand locating (Free iPhone and Android downloadable app)
- Works anywhere GSM global coverage is available (228 countries worldwide)
- Coming soon: SDK available for integration into 3rd party platforms
- Device and first year of service fully covered under Medicaid and most U.S. medical insurance plans
- Enhanced Locking Mechanism Option available 7/16
MX-LOCare (Part #BR-2)
Best Waterproof Wearable Mobile PERs Available Today

GPS, GSM and WiFi State-of-the-art technology to track the ones you care about most

Functionality:
• Receive both email or text alerts to your Android, iPhone or any smartphone or tablet
• Two Way Voice Communication (up to 16 pre-programmed numbers)
• Uses high sensitivity GPS and cellular tower location as well as latest WiFi technology when GPS is not available
• Guaranteed Best low-cost quality wearable mPERs solution
• No limit on tracking points and provides 6 month history. Tracking can be sorted by date or by number of positions
• View and manage unlimited devices from a single user account dashboard (one login for multiple users is available)
• Will work on any location based portal providing SDK
• Up to 8 separate in/outbound geofence settings
• No limit on tracking points and history, neither by date nor by number of positions.
• View and manage multiple devices from a single user-account dashboard
• 3 Watch Colors are Available (Black, Pink and Blue)
• Enhanced Lockable Safety Band Available July 2016
• SDK Available July 2016
MX-LOCARE™ GPS Watch ALWAYS available to report location with one minute updates to any mobile device (there is full duplex communication between device and AppGlobal GSM Coverage (228 Countries Worldwide))

- SOS Call Message Alert
- Super low power consumption
- Optional Lockable Security Strap
- Magnetic Inductive USB charger
- Fitness Type Pedometer Step Counter
- Light Sensor Open Clasp Notification
- Can be monitored by up to 16 caregivers
- Breadcrumbing
- Battery status Display and low battery alert
- Configurable alerts, including:
  - In/Outbound Geo-fence breach
  - Low battery
  - Open Clasp
  - Fall Detection (coming Sept. 2016)
  - Integrated 3rd Party Call Center
- Receive alerts via phone call, SMS, App notifications

MX-LOCare™ Enhanced Safety Lock Band (Avail 7/16)
Save Power, Indoor Location Awareness

- Easy to setup
- Wide Range: Unlimited size for indoor safezones
- Sharable by all MX-LOCare™ Wearers
- Provide indoor positioning
- Eliminates poor indoor GPS coverage problems
- Reduces GPS Drifting problem
- Extends MX-LOCare GPS Watch Battery Life
- Sharable for Public Coverage
- Ideal for Assistant Living and Residential facilities, Special needs Schools
- Adiant Mobile Self-checking System
GEOFENCES

- Easily define areas of “virtual fences” on the map
- Satellite and 3d, 2D and Google Map Views
- Up to 8 in/outbound geofence timed settings
- Get alerts whenever the MX-LOCare crosses or enters into a geo-fence boundary
- Can be set to time schedules
- Coupled with Wifi will provide safer in/outdoor boundaries while extending battery life
Most cost effective wearable solution for mobile personal safety for children, elderly, those with special needs such as autism, Alzheimer’s or TBI

Never worry and wonder where your loved one is again

Pink and Blue Now Available
Adiant Mobile Tracking App

• Easy to setup and even easier to use
• MX-LOCare™ Personal Locator Management
• Robust and Reliable
• Secure
• 24/7/365 Maintenance
• Different Levels of Administrative Tools for multiple layers of support
• Unlimited # of users per login
• Base maintenance (Over the air upgrades)
• Customizable for specific applications
• Can be used by families, law enforcement or companies

Autism
Alzheimer’s
Lone Workers
At risk Loved Ones
Patent Pending Technology

• Unique technology enables the most efficient location data transmission, consuming a minimal effective amount of data and network messaging while prolonging device battery life.

• Major part of algorithms and logic resides on device platform, while device operates as “smart slave”, thus functionality cannot be duplicated by reverse-engineering the device.

• Optimizes and minimizes transmission dynamically according to user’s viewing frequency.

• App platform and device coordinate and dynamically allocate the most effective communication channel based on transmission quality and network conditions.
Medicaid and Private Insurance Reimbursement

- Eligible clients can obtain up to $500 funding towards the acquisition of Adiant Mobile Device w/ One year of Service

- If applicable, eligible clients can obtain private health insurance reimbursement for hardware expenses.

- DOJ. Federal, State and Private Grants Available
MEDICAID or PRIVATE INSURANCE REIMBURSEMENT INFORMATION

1. Clients need to get a prescription from the Primary Care Physician.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis Codes</th>
<th>Healthcare Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alzheimer’s (331.0)</td>
<td>Intellectual disabilities (317-319)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autism or pervasive developmental disorder (299.0-299.9)</td>
<td>Wandering code : V40.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia, unspecified, with behavioral disturbance (294.21)</td>
<td>HCPCs S5162 - This is a standard code for billing purchase of the Emergency Device</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


2. If applicable, clients need to submit their prescription to Medicaid or their insurance company with their receipt from their purchase.
Please contact Adiant Mobile for additional information on MX-LOCare™ Mobile Personal Emergency Response, Fall Detection and Wandering Prevention Safety Solutions

Let us help you care for the loved ones you care about the most!

Phone 877 980 4477
Email: info@adiantmobile.com